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Lesson Plan: Sensory Drama
Lesson Title:

Grade Level:
Sensory Drama

In Person or Virtual Synchronous or
Asynchronous:

108 (Autism
Support Class)

In-Person
Virtual Live (synchronous)
On Demand (asynchronous)

Artistic Discipline/Art Form:
Theatre
Visual Arts

Non-Arts Subject Integration (please list any
and all non-arts subjects the lesson connects
with):

21st-Century Skills:

National Art Standards:

Critical Thinking
Creativity and Imagination
Communication
Collaboration and Teamwork

Creating
Performing/Presenting
Responding
Connecting

Objectives: “Students Will Be Able To…”
Understand the book “Swimmy” through textures
and collage.

Materials Needed:
Positive Attitude!
Art Supplies:
Fabric with different textures
Beads
Q-tips
Bubble Wrap
Straws
Sensory Boards
Buttons
Bins
Book

Short Description of Lesson (4 sentences or less for marketing purposes):
In this lesson, students learn about the beach through the use of the senses, especially touch and sight
to understand a story.
Assessment (How will students demonstrate they have achieved the lesson objective?):
Students will be able to create their own sensory college with the art supplies.
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ACTIVITY PLAN
(Instructions and activity order to keep you (and young people) organized)

Introduction/Hook
HOOK: Have beach sounds playing and ask what the sounds are?
● Go over rules in the space.
○ Keep to our personal space
○ Share
○ Listen
○ Be safe
○ Have fun
Activity (What hands-on, minds-on activities will you do?)
1. Read the book “Swimmy” using the labeled sensory boards to bring the book to life.
a. Additionally, use sound throughout the book. Make wave sound, etc…
Sensory Boards- labeled on the book with the
type of texture and number that corresponds
in the book.
In order of picture,
One smooth slippery fabric
One coarse fabric
One bumpy rug Puzzle Texture
One bumpy straws
One soft cotton balls
One patterned velvety fabric
Four bubble wrap
One bumpy bead
One bumpy soft Q-tips

2. Go over the different vocab texture words and have students match the vocab words to
the various textures.
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3. Have students make their own collages with the various textures using glue and paper.

